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recommendations to support two draft Emissions Reduction Fund methodologies ’ by 

Cook, G.D., and Meyer, C.P.M., September  2017. 

Background 
An anonymous peer review process was conducted on behalf of the Department of the Environment 

and Energy to review the report ‘Seasonal variation in fine fuel accumulation in savannas: Analysis 

and recommendations to support two draft Emissions Reduction Fund methodologies’ by Cook, G.D., 

and Meyer, C.P.M, 2017. 

The review was conducted in two parts. The first part of the review undertook to review the report 

using a similar process to a highly regarded scientific journal. The outcome of this first part of the 

review was a comprehensive set of comments and recommendations from peer reviewers. The 

review comments pertained to: improving the clarity of the report, particularly the structure, 

purpose, and consistency of language; improving the technical analysis, with more of a focus on 

quantitative rather than qualitative analysis; technical issues relating to the extrapolation of results 

from an isolated study across a large geographical area; and, the approach to the technical analysis 

was appropriate, but difficult to assess because of the limited data. 

The second part of review was conducted on a revised version of the report. The report was 

significantly revised as a result of the initial review process, the revisions focused on improving the 

clarity, structure and purpose of the report. The underlying technical analysis and data limitations 

were not revised. This document is a summary of the second part of the review which focused on 

responses to specific questions asked of the reviewers. 

 

Part 2 Review 
Recognising that the purpose of the report was not for publication in a scientific journal, the second 

part of review focused on specific questions raised by the Department that relate to the purpose of 

the report: 

Purpose of the review 

The Department would like to implement a modelled approach in the ERF method 

and the national inventory to reflect seasonal effects in fine fuel accumulation in 

savannas. The report describes the development of a conceptual model which 

could be implemented in the ERF and national inventory. The Department is keen 

to understand from the reviewers whether the proposed conceptual model is 

scientifically robust and therefore the model approach could be implemented in 

the ERF and national inventory. The Department acknowledges that available 

data to inform the conceptual model is limited, and would like to know if the 

reviewers feel that its implementation with existing data provides an adequate 

(Tier 2 approach) first approximation of seasonal impacts on fine fuel loads in 

savannas, noting that the uncertainties can be reduced within the conceptual 

model as more research and data becomes available. In summary, the 

Department would like to know from the reviewers: 



1. Does the conceptual model adequately reflect known scientific and 

ecological processes and interactions? 

2. Do the limited data sets used to parameterise the model, as described in 

the report, provide a first approximation of seasonal fine fuel loads in 

savannas – noting that a Tier 2 approach is required? 

3. Does the report identify areas for further research which would reduce 

the level of uncertainty in the outputs produced by the conceptual model? 

This information will be presented to the ERAC so they can determine whether the 

new approach is consistent with the requirements for ERF method development – 

in this case that the conceptual model is robust and consistent with science, and 

the model outputs provide a reasonable approximation of fine fuel loads. 

A summary of the review responses to each of the three questions raised by the Department is 

presented here, while the direct responses from the reviewers are included in Appendix A. 

 

1. Does the conceptual model adequately reflect known scientific and ecological 

processes and interactions? 
Each of the reviewers provided a qualified response that the conceptual model adequately reflects 

known ecological processes within savanna systems. In particular, while the conceptual model may 

be adequate, it is difficult to determine if the model assumptions of parameter values were 

adequate. The key qualifications for the statement were: 

 While a conceptual model reflects known processes, adequate data is needed to test the 

assumptions of the conceptual and theoretical understanding of ecosystem dynamics 

 Some parameter values could potentially be different to the assumed values 

 The conceptual model is adequate within the limitation of applying a Tier 2 method 

 The conceptual framework was presented as a fait accompli and did not test or consider 

other conceptual models which may also represent the ecological processes 

 Some additional clarifying text is needed to better describe some of the processes 

 

2. Do the limited data sets used to parameterise the model, as described in the report, 

provide a first approximation of seasonal fine fuel loads in savannas – noting that a 

Tier 2 approach is required? 
While the responses indicate that the model provides a first approximation, the reviewers highlight 

the limitation of the datasets in developing the first approximation. They note that the report 

dedicates a considerable amount of discussion to highlight the limitations of the datasets used to 

parameterise the model.  

As was raised during the first part of the review process, the reviewers highlight that the model 

assumes that the data taken from one high rainfall location, that was collected over a single time 

period, can be applied to much larger spatial scales with different climate and dynamics. The reviews 

indicate key data gaps that make it difficult to test these assumptions. Some specific concerns are 

highlighted in the responses. 



The responses indicate that there may be more data available than was used to parameterize the 

model, such as additional datasets that may be available, and the use of summarized datasets in the 

report rather than use of the full original datasets. 

 

3. Does the report identify areas for further research which would reduce the level of 

uncertainty in the outputs produced by the conceptual model? 
The responses indicate that the report identifies a considerable number of areas where further work 

could be undertaken to reduce uncertainty in the conceptual model. One response indicates that 

field data needs to be collected to determine if application of the model and assumptions is valid.  

Additional recommendations were also made by the reviewers on areas of research that would be 

required to develop more robust emissions estimates from the conceptual model. This includes the 

potential for collecting field data from projects engaged in the methodology. 

 

 


